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In Bill Plympton’s words, as far as US animation is concerned, the 1970s and 1980s were
“kind of an empty era”: an embraceable assumption, since some of the masters of the past
had died (Tex Avery passed away in 1980) or their artistic activities had decreased. Except
for some sporadic and memorable works such as Ralph Bakshi’s independent feature Fritz
the Cat (1972), animated movies and series weren’t as groundbreaking as they had been
in the past decades. However, in the late 1980s MTV would give greater visibility to
several independent animators and Robert Zemeckis would direct Who Framed Roger
Rabbit, one of the first examples of an animated movie which includes classic characters
and adult jokes at the same time: these and even more factors successfully gave impulse
to a new era of animation.
A particularly relevant episode is Mighty Mouse: the New Adventures, a Saturday morning
animated series which in 1987 succeeded in renewing Paul Terry’s “Mighty Mouse”
character by creating provocative stories characterized by wild, unpredictable humor. The
series, whose showrunner was Ralph Bakshi, met with controversy, and included Bakshi’s
personal commentaries about the state of entertainment industry in the US. Even if the
series was short-lived, its influence was very strong among US animators; in 1991 John
Kricfalusi, who had worked on Mighty Mouse, created The Ren & Stimpy Show, and since
then provocative subjects and over-the-top characterization has become more and more
common in US animated TV series and movies: the legacy of The Ren & Stimpy Show is
recognizable in popular characters like SpongeBob SquarePants, while blockbusters such
as The Lego Movie introduce not-banal statements about the dynamics of fandom.
In this paper I will analyze the path through which US mainstream animation incorporated
more and more provocative and unpleasant elements, thus adopting an approach which is
reminiscent of independent works rather than classic mainstream animation: a recent
example is the Netflix-produced series BoJack Horseman, a work which successfully
implements social satire, risky subjects and rough designs, and whose narrative and visual
style mirrors Mike Judge’s animated series, but also indie comic books like the ones
created by Kate Beaton or Daniel Clowes. The metamorphosis of tastes among the
audience will be taken into account, as well as the social changes which may have
encouraged such transformation; I will propose a comparison among classic Disney
movies – with Mickey Mouse as the main character – and the recent slapstick Mickey
shorts created by Paul Rudish, whose approach and style are very similar to Kricfalusi’s.
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